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This study examines a pair of Japanese Sign Language (JSL) seg-
mental morphemes that serve as aspect markers. These non-obligatory 
markers of completed events are shown to convey a range of senses in 
a variety of contexts and serve narrative grounding functions in some 
ways similar to aspect markers found in languages as diverse as Malay 
(Hopper 1979， Rafferty 1982)， French (Hopper 1979， Fleischman 1990)， 
Mandarin (Li et al. 1982)， Japanese (Szatrowski 1987)， and Thai (How-
ard 2000). While these morphemes appear most frequently in c1auses 
relating events that take place with respect to a speaker's past， they 
c1ass with perfect aspectual morphemes when considered under the 
commonly cited definition of markers that relate a given situation to a 
prior event or establish the current relevance of a completed event 
(Bybee 1994， Dahl 1989， Comrie 1976). Of the literature that deals with 
sign language aspect， most examine suprasegmental aspect markers 
rather than segmental aspect markers (grammars such as Schmaling 
2000， Sutton-Spence & Woll1999， Yonekawa 1984， Anderson 1983， Klima 
& Bellugi 1979); however， itis the evolution of segmental aspectual 
morphemes from segmental lexical morphemes that best exemplify 
crosslinguistic characteristics of grammaticalization in sign languages 
as defined in the literature (Howard 2000， Michaelis 1996， Fl巴ischman
1990， Bybee & Dahl 1989)， so the litle studied area of segmental aspect 
in sign languages such as Israeli Sign Language [ISL] (Meir 1999)， 
American Sign Language [ASL] CJanzen 1995， Fisher & Gough 1999 
[1972]) and JSL in this work is crucial to further understanding of as-
pect and the grammaticalization process across languages. 
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This work builds on that of prior sign language studies of segmerト
tal aspect morphemes. Fisher & Gough (1999 [1972]) are the first 
authors to extensively discuss the use of a segmental aspect marker in 
a sign language. They examine video of interactions in ASL between a 
Deaf parent and Deaf child dyad and outline what they interpret as 
various meanings and functions of the morpheme “finish." In the next 
seminal work on segmental aspect in a sign language， Janzen (1995) 
provides synchronic evidence to support the interpretation of ASL 
“finish" as a morpheme marking different senses which represent sev-
eral paths along a polygrammaticalization chain. A more recent work 
by Meir (1999) examines the ISL sign “already" in order to argue for its 
interpretation as an aspectual markcr denoting a range of perfect con-
structions. Meir focuses on distinguishing between past and perfect 
constructions and shows that ISL perfect aspect shares properties and 
characteristics of the perfect in other languages. 
The investigation of JSL aspect here contributes to the body of 
previous examinations on sign language segmentally marked aspect. 
This work demonstrates that the JSL morpheme “finish" shares cross-
linguistic characteristics of perfect aspect markers discussed in a num-
ber of languages， inc1uding functions involving narrative discourse. 
This paper goes beyond the scope of the previous work on sign linguis-
tics by providing one of the few extensive studies of the JSL perfect 
aspect markers in addition to a discussion of aspect marking in relation 
to sign language narrative. This work frames segmental aspect mark-
ing from a different perspective than the authors of prior sign language 
works. Rather than discuss the various useS' associated with the JSL 
perfect as if they represent various senses of a morpheme， 1 position 
them as underspecified markers that have meanings partly determined 
by the discourse context， thus exemplifying Pragmauc Ambiguity 
CMichaelis 1996， Kay 1990， Horn 1985). 
The paper is organized as follows: section one introduces the JSL 
segmental morphemes and gives general support for their identification 
as aspect markers; section two describes the corpus for this study; sec-
tion three shows that the JSL segmental aspect markers denote 
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anteriority and current relevance in ways similar to spoken languages 
previously discussed in the literature; section four provides an over-
view of the general distribution of the aspect markers in this study's 
corpus; and section five focuses on the licensing of JSL aspectual mark-
ers in the narrative context. 
1.0 Tense and Aspect in JSL 
This section starts with a brief overview of some ways signers may 
mark tense and aspect in JSL and presents the distinction between 
suprasegmental and segmental aspect marking. The aims are to show 
how tense marking is distinct from aspect marking in JSL and to pro-
vide examples of how a predicate or c1ause can be modified via the use 
of suprasegmental alternations and segmental morphemes. 
1.1 Tense in JSL 
JSL lacks overt tense marking， so signers signal time reference by 
the use of adverbials or via the discourse context. For example， future 
time reference can be marked by use of a deictic time adverbial at the 
beginning of phrase such as， "tomorrow" in the example below. 
1) 
TOMORROW RAIN 
Tomorrow itωil rain. 
]SL Adverbial from 
Yonekawα1997 
A reference time frame is established overtly， so the time of the event 
relative to the speech act is readily apparent. 
A time frame can also be established by the conversational context 
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as in the example below. The signer has just returned from a job inter-
view and a friend asks him how his interview went. The context for the 
past event is already established by the conversational context， so the 
speaker does not add an additional morpheme to indicate that the inter 
view has already taken place. 





“The company interview was 
in sign language. It's over with 
now." 
]SL past established via context 
170m NHK 1997 
1n the example abov巴， there is no overt marker of tense for the main 
verb “interview" since the overal conversational context makes it clear 
that the interview is an event that occurred in the past. An additional 
cue to refer to the completed event comes from the sign for WORK-
HARD， a lexeme not overtly marked for tense or aspect， that means “a 
job well done" or “you worked hard" and only occurs after the comple-
tion of a task. The use of overt time referenc巴isatypical inthat the 
conversational context is the primary way that the reference time of an 
event is established in JSL 
1.2 Suprasegmenta1 aspectual morphemes in sign 1anguage 
Most literature that deals with sign language aspect examines 
suprasegmental aspect markers rather than segmental aspect markers 
(Klima & Belugi 1979， Anderson 1983， Yonekawa 1984， Sutton-Spence & 
Woll 1999， Schmaling 2000)， and sign language aspect is prototypicaly 
identified as suprasegmental. Sign languages typicaly encode aspec-
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tual distinctions via suprasegmental features including modulations in 
movement with variations in speed or directionality. or through redu-
plication. The example in American Sign Language (ASL) below 
shows the word “sick" fol1owed by its reduplicated form that means 





ASL Suρrasegmental ω:pect from Klima & 
Bellugi 1979 
Another suprasegmental way to mark aspect is via a sign that 
bears iconic aspectual representation. For instance. to represent the 
idea that a door has closed. a signer can show an iconic lexeme of a door 
or doors closing. In the pair of JSL examples below the completion of 
the sign for DOOR-CLOSE makes it evident that the action of the 
door(s) closing is completed. 
4) a. doors closing b. a door closing 
DOOR(SトCLOSE
]SL iconic lexeme from 
Yonekawa 1997 
The use of suprasegmental features marked on a predicate or iconic 
r巴presentationto mark aspect is much more ubiquitous than the use of 
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either of the segmental aspect markers that are described below. 
1.3 Two segmental aspectual morphemes in JSL 
JSL has two non-obligatory segmental perfect aspect markers. The 
perfect has been characterized by a number of authors as describing a 
completed event that has relevance at a given reference time (Bybee 
1994， Dahl 1989， Comrie 1976). The perfect is distinct from perfective 
and imperfective aspect in that the later aspect types pertain to an 
aspectual opposition labeling whether a particular event is viewed ex-
ternally as a whole or internally. 
1n the following example， the signer uses GO followed by either of 
the JSL tα2 aspectual free morphemes t，α1 or ta2 to mark the completion 
of an act 
5) 
a. ta1 b. ta2 
GO 
+Completive 
]5L segmental aspect from 
NHK 1998 
The morpheme t，α1 (diagram 5a) can also be used to denote the 
lexical meaning of the word “finish". Unlike a deictic adverbial， 
“finish" is aspectual in that it is not bound to a specific reference time 
independent of the established discourse context. The aspectual nature 
of“finish" makes it an idea morpheme for grammaticalization as evi-
denced in a number of languages CJanzen 1995 and Fisher and Gough 
1999 [1972J for ASL， Meir 1999 for 1sraeli SL， Sutton-Spence & Woll1999 
for British SL， Howard 2000 for ThaD. JSL tal and ta2 are used by 
speakers in similar contexts for a variety of functions including use as 
grammaticalized aspectual markers. These JSL segmental aspect 
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markers exhibit characteristics described crosslinguistically for per-
fects by Bybee and Dahl (1989)， namely they ar巴norトobligatoryperi-
phrastic morphemes that mark complet巴dactions relevant to the 
current moment or immediate portion of a given reference frame. 
“Finish" serves as a common source lexeme for the familiar cross-
linguistic pattern involving the transition from completive to perfect to 
perfective to past marker (Bybee 1994). The JSL ta markers evidence 
early stages of grammaticalization with lexical and perfect uses in the 
corpus. 
Since the most frequent occurrences of these morphemes are in past 
contexts， there is a strong implicature in the absence of other cues that 
an event marked with one of the JSL ta morphemes represents a past 
event. The JSL study guide (NHK 1998) labels the pair of morphemes 
broadly as past tense markers， and various consultants invariably c1ass 
these morphemes as past tense markers. Although the JSL segmental 
aspect morphemes usually appear in past contexts and are frequently 
associated with the past， they are not restricted to such contexts and 
may be utilized to describe the completion of actions or inceptive events 
in the future. 
An example of one of the ]SL morphemes used in a non-past con-
text comes from use in a situation where a signer provides directions to 
an audience. An M.C. provides announcements and introductions to 
welcome the guests to a convention. The M.C. describes what will hap-
pen during intermission and at the conc1usion of the talk that wi1 be 
given by the guest speaker. The talk starts a litle behind schedule in 
a large auditorium they are currently using， but the M.C. notes that 
they sti1l intend to conclude the tall¥: according to schedule because 
another event will take place in the same area afterwards. 
6) a. NOW SCHEDULE TIME Current1y， the schedule goes until 
11:30 UNTIL 11:30 
b. BUT FOR-NOW EXTEND- But for now， 1 believe that we wil 
NOT [evidentialJ not ext巴ndthe (program) time. 
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c. 12:00 FROM MAIN 
EVENT OPEN [ta2] 
From 12:0 the main event wil1 have 
op巴ned.
In clause (6c) the speaker notes that the main program will begin at 
12:00， and it is scheduled to start in the auditorium they are currently 
using. The morpheme ta2 marks the end of an inceptive event， which is 
the opening of the main event. The reference is unambiguously in the 
future， and the speaker readily uses the aspect marker although the 
event time follows the speech time. The only consistent interpretation 
al10wable is that the use of ta2 marks aspect rather than tense. 
The literature supports the idea that sign languages may encode 
aspectual distinctions via a segmental marker CFisher and Gough 1999 
[1972] for ASL， Meir 1999 for Israeli SL， Sutton-Spence and Wol1 1999 
for British SL). JSL has a number of segmental aspect markers CIshida 
and Kawabata 2000) besides the previously described ta markers; how-
ever the ta markers appear in a larger number of contexts and have 
undergone further grammaticalization than the other segmental aspect 
markers. Crosslinguistically the ta aspect markers marking completion 
are typical1y associated with discourse functions described for a num-
ber of languages (Malay lah， Hopper 1979， Rafferty 1982; Mandarin le， Li 
et aI. 1982; Thai leew， Howard 2000). Using the definitions of aspect as 
defined by Comrie (1976)， Bybee (1994) and Dahl (1989) along with a 
comparison of classes of usage from Li et al. (1982) and Howard (2000)， 
1 will provide examples taken from this study's JSL narrative corpus 
that support the description of the JSL segmental ta morphemes as 
grammaticalized aspectual markers with discourSe functions. 
2.0 Signer and Corpus Profile 
The corpus for this study was drawn from a number of public pres-
entations documented in videos belonging to the Kanazawa and Te-no-
Kai Sign Language Circles based at the Ishikawa Prefecture Social 
Welfare Center in Ishikawa Prefecture， Kanazawa City in Japan. These 
video collections also include tapes of public presentations at various 
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conventions held in IshikαωαPrefecture. These videos are accessible to 
the public for the purposes of learning about Deaf culture and studying 
sign language. My research refers to 140 minutes of video from this 
collection containing Deaf JSL signers who presented in sign language 
groups and at conventions. 
The excerpts examined consist of a diverse group of signers from 
two general regions of J apan. 
Chart of consultαnts for this study 
7) Alias Age Region Deaf? Deaf 
Parents? 
Hana Early Tokyo Yes Yes 
30s 
Mari Late Ishikawa， Yes No 
20s Kanazawa/Tokyo 
Jun EarJy Ishikawa， Kanazawa Yes No 
30s 
Murai 40s Ishikawa， Kanazawa Yes No 
Yamanashi 50s+ Ishikawa， Kanazawa Yes No 
Hana is the only signer sampled who was born and raised in Tokyo and 
the child of Deaf Parents. She commonly gives lectures， presentations 
and performances throughout the country. Mari grew up in Kanazawa 
but attended high school in Tokyo and subsequently stayed， so her 
primary formative experience with sign language was as a high school 
student in Tokyo. Jun and Murai lost their hearing before they were 
three years of age and attended the high school for the Deaf in 
Kanazawa city. The detai!s of Yamanashi's educational history were 
not available. Mari and Jun serve as role models in the production of 
JSL within their respective communities and have extensive practice 
with and knowledge of JSL， frequently giving instruction in the lan-
guage. 
The signers are very representative of JSL Deaf users of a variety 
of ages and backgrounds. Notably， there is only one speaker of sign 
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language from birth in the sample， however since sign languages typi-
cal1y have feature variation characteristic of Creoles (Aronoff et al. 
2006) due to the overwhelming percentage of Deaf children of hearing 
parents， itis important to consider the language of those who are most 
representative of sign language production in the community as these 
speakers without D巴afparents have the broadest range of influence on 
the language. Their impact on other signers is evidenced by the fact 
that signers not born of Deaf parents stil serve as the primary models 
of the language for any given sign language community. 
The data under discussion comes primarily from “narratives of per-
sonal experience" defined by Labov (1997) as “the report of a sequence 
of events that have entered into the biography of the speaker by a se-
quence of clauses that correspond to the order of the original events." 
Most of the speakers relate canonical narratives of life experiences for 
members of the ]apanese Deaf community. 
3.0 JSL tαsegmental aspect markers categorized by usage 
The context in which a signer uses a tamarker determines the type 
of interpretation that an addressee may apply to the marker. The con-
text includes information provided by the ongoing discourse and the 
nature of th巴predicatesutilized in the clauses modifi巴dby the given 
aspect marker. The range of uses associated with the JSL ta segmental 
aspect markers support their interpretation as perfect aspect markers as 
defined by a number of authors (Bybee 1994， Bybee & Dahl 1989， Dahl 
1985， Comrie 1976) in thatωmarks the relevance of a completed event 
relative to the speech or reference time. 
The uses of the JSL ta morphemes paral1el discourse functions of 
aspect markers detai!ed for a number of languages CHoward 2000， Liet 
al. 1982， Hopper 1979) and identified crosslinguistical1y (Bybee & Dahl 
1989， Dahl1985， Comrie 1976). The fol1owing sections show that the JSL 
ta morpheme uses overlap with pr巴viouslyestablished crosslinguistic 
categories of usage. The categories of uses examined inc1ude more gen-
eral uses applied crosslinguistically by Bybee (1994) and Dahl (1985)， 
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and those with more particu1ar uses described by Howard (2000) for 
Thai and Li et a1. (1982) for Mandarin. The c1assifications are illustra-
tive rather than exhaustive and demonstrate that labeling JSL segmen-
ta1 ta markers as discourse aspect markers is appropriate as shown by 
similarity to uses found in other languages. Any given ta morpheme 
represents mu1tip1e c1asses of use; however， for the purpose of exempli-
fying the categories multip1e c1ass membership is not explicit1y cov-
ered. 
3.1 t，αexpressing anteriority 
Bybee (1994) notes that，“The anterior signals a past action that is 
re1evant to the current moment." In Howard's Thai data， the anterior 
use is associated with non-stative verbs and focuses on background 
re1evance. The following examp1e from JSL exemplifies this c1ass of 
usage. The signer Hana relates ev巴ntsfrom a vacation that she and a 
friend had in Okinawa. She ta1ks about eventfu1 things that happened 
on a boat ride on the way to an is1and. She describes the boat docking 
and then immediate1y continues her story about events on the island. 
The docking marks the end of the boat as the setting and transitions the 
audience to what happens once Hana and her friend reach the island. 
8) a. BOAT We go by boat. 
b. NEAR ISHIGAKI ISLAND Ishigaki island is close. 
c. BY -BOA T TEN MINUTES It is ten minutes by boat. 
d. BOA T [tal] The boat ride has ended. 
e. RENT AL BIKES RIDE We get rental bikes. 
Hana's story relates a series of misadventures that start once they get 
rental bikes. The end of the boat trip marks the end of one setting and 
o!包ntsthe viewers to the setting for Hana's next anecdote. 
3.2 ta marking an existing， ongoing state 
Howard (2000) describes a use of the perfect for Thai she labels 
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state-exists in which a state exists before reference time and continues 
after reference time. The marked state backgrounds the action or event 
occurring at the reference time. This use class has correlates in Dahl's 
ρerfect of persistent situation and Bybee's anterior continuing， both which 
describe situations that persist throughout a given reference time; how-
ever， the state-exists use does not require a specific index to the time of 
progression of a given event. 
Hana talks to the audience about growing up and not being allowed 
to do impersonations since it was unladylike. She had to hold back 
from her natural behavior while in public， soshe describes her outward 
state in the following excerpt. 
9) a. GROW-UP PRO-l TIME 
b. PRO-l IMITATE NOT 
IMITATE NOT 
When 1 was growing up 
1 do not do impersonations. 
c. EXPRESS QUIET [tlα1] 1 appeared reserved. 
d. [bow] Boω's politely 
e. WEAR PRO-l CAT WEAR I've a1ways been a wolf in sheep's 
clothing. [lit. wear a cat] 
She first describes her behavior and then uses "quiet" followed by seg-
mental ta. The use of the aspect marker sets up the behavior she mim-
ics by bowing politely. She finally notes that she did not behave as her 
true self. The state-exists use of the perfect marks current states rele. 
vant to Hana's narrative as she describes the type of person she was 
growmg up. 
3.3 ta as an experientialjexistential perfect 
Comrie (1976) describes a use of the perfect to relate past experi-
ence， and such a use can also be found with the ]SL segmental aspect 
markers. Hana is about to talk about a scene from a film named 1 Love 
You that relates her personal experience to a character she portrayed in 
the film. The film was well promoted in the ] apanese D巴afcommunity. 
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so the expectation is that much of the audience has familiarity with the 
film. She wants to confirm that members of the audience know and 
have seen the film. 
10) a. BEFORE I.LOVE.YOU SAME 1. 1 Love You - yes， 1 Love 
LOVE.YOU MOVIE PRO-1 SEE You the movie -I've sen. 
[ta2] 
b. [point to audienceJ. PRO-33 1・ You'veseen 1 Love You? 
LOVE-YOU SEE [ta2] [point to 
audienceJ. PRO-3? 
Hana constantly elicits feedback from the audience， and at this point in 
the talk she does so by confirming that she and the audience share 
knowledge about the film based on experience. She knows to what 
extent she will have to explain the movie based on the audience mem-
ory of the film events and feedback. 
3.4 ta representing a changed state 
Li et a1. presents a class of use that describes change from an earlier 
state -specifically a change that results in a state of affairs that is new 
to the discourse. This use of the perfect in a narrative context refers to 
the establishment of information that describes a change of state rele圃
vant to a particular reference point in the developing narrative or to the 
speech time. 
1n an example from the JSL corpus， the signer Murai stages the 
context for a narrative that wi1 tel the audience something about his 
ancestry. He discovers old documents that show that he has a blood 
relationship to a famous samurai clan. The motivation for searching 
through documents was to clean out the house after the death of his 
mother. 
11) a. PRO-l MOTHER DIE [tal] My mother had died. 
b. AFTER HOUSE.SHR1NE Afterwards I looked through the 
[open drawersJ house喝hrinedrawers. 
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c. DOCUMENTS SEE OLD 
DOCUMENTS 
(I) find old documents. 
In this case， current relevance is not related to the speech time， but the 
event time in the past when Murai searches antique documents. There 
is current relevance in the sense that the passing of his mother prompts 
the action that leads to the discovery of his ancestry. The use of ta 
signals a change in the state of affairs -his mother was alive and at 
that point in the narrative she passes away and provides the motivation 
for Murai to comb through the documents that unveil facts about his 
ancestry. 
This example with the predicate DEATH contrasts with another 
example that does not utilize the segmental aspect marker. Hana does 
an impersonation of a famous ]apanese classic music singer. She does 
a brief impersonation to give the audience a chance to identify the fa-
mous singer， identifies the singer and finally gets confirmation from the 
audience that they know to whom she refers. 
12) MIHAMA HARUO [pause] DIE [point right to Haruo index] 
KNOW SAME 
Mihama Haruo. He died. You know him， right? 
Mihama Haruo is a famous singer who has long since died. Hana 
does not mark DEATH with a segmental aspect marker. According to 
my consultant， the death of the famous singer is known information， so
it is not necessary to mark it with a tamorpheme. In the previous ex-
ample， the death of Murai's mother is not common knowledge， and the 
narrative context marks a change that progresses the narrative and 
provides new information to the audience. In the case of the famous 
singer， the reference is made not so much for the progression of the talk， 
but to help confirm the identity of the speaker and establish common 
ground with the audience by referring to a general state of affairs that 
the audience is likely to be aware of. From the perspective of the audi-
ence， the introduction of the singer's death does not refer to a change in 
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the state of affairs at that point for the singer who is already presumed 
to have passed away. 
Another potential contrast between the two examples is based on 
current relevance. The fact of the famous singer's death is information 
parenthetical to the talk by Hana; lacking direct relevance to her theme， 
it is not marked with a segmental aspect morpheme in this context. A 
number of factors motivate the presence of such morphemes but for 
now we can see that Murai's use of the word DEATH has a much 
greater sense of relevance to the story progression that the use of 
DEA TH in the second example does not. 
3.5 ta marking a state of affairs that determines what will happen 
next 
Another category used by Li et al. in their discussion of Mandarin 
le covers uses that focus on what happens next， and in the same vein 
the JSL ta morphemes may signal a state of affairs being central in 
establishing some required condition or determining what happens af-
terwards. After telling the audience that there is a concern about hav-
ing spilled drinks in the auditorium， the M.C. instructs the audience to 
finish their drinks before returning to the auditorium during intermis-
slOn. 
13) a. BREAK HA VE TIME During the intermission 
b. RECEPTION [points left towards The reception desk (wil) 
exitJ DRINKS PREP ARE HA VE have drinks available. 
c. TRY.TO [point left to巴xitJRE- Try to have your drink fin-
CEPTIOr司令AREADRINK ALL戸UP ished in the reception area. 
βα1J 
d. HERE RETURN [people return- (Then) return here (to the 
ing classifier J auditorium). 
The use of ta marks the completion of drinking， and what makes it 
especially relevant to the current context is that it establishes a 
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condition that must be fulfilled before returning to the auditorium. In 
this case， the M.C. establishes that having drinks in the auditorium is 
not allowed; however， re-entry is permissible once the act of finishing 
one's drink is completed. 
This example also serves as another instance in which ta is not 
restricted to use with past events. The time of the speech act is before 
Hana's talk begins， sothe intermission will take place much later. The 
M.C. requests audience members to finish drinks before returning to the 
auditorium. The second clause emphasizes the completion of the drinks 
before returning to the auditorium. The use of tal is independent of any 
deictic reference to the time of the speech act. Rather， itorders a se-
quence of clauses that will describe events that will unfold at a future 
time. 
3.6 Using t，αto correct a wrong assumption 
Li et a1. describes a class of meaning for le that involves situations 
in which a particular state of affairs is significant when it differs from 
the assumptions of the addressees. Howard (2000) labels this use as 
emphatic. In the JSL corpus， each of two of the signers use ta to assert 
a claim that contradicts the expectations of the audience. Both Hana 
and Jun use ta to reinforce the truth of unexpected facts counter to the 
intuitions of the audience. Jun， currently a slender person， talks about 
how much more slender he was the first time he showed up for volley-
ball practice with a youth group. 
14) a. BEFORE THIN PRO-l THIN 
b. GIRL LOOK-LIKE.. 
c. REALLY LIE-NOT. 
d. ANYW A Y [responds to 
audience] SKINNY [ta2] 
At the time 1 am realy thin. 
1 am like a girl. • 
Really， I'm teling the truth! 
Anyway...I was skinny! 
In his first instance of the use of the word “thin" (14a) he does not apply 
the ta2 marker. It is only after he sees the amused disbe!ief of the 
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audience when he plays along and continu日sto strongly assert and 
emphasize that he could possibly thinner that his current build. He 
finally ends with the strongest assertion of the veracity of his previ-
ously smaller build with the use of the aspect marker. The use captures 
the idea that the information is neW to the audience and that his current 
state represents a change from what it was prior to now. Jun empha-
sizes that his build in the event described is meaningful1y different from 
his build now that can be attested by the audience present. 
In a similar instance of ta， Hana has to make a distinction between 
her current build. very slender， and a different state referred to in her 
narrated event. Hana was overweight when she was younger. In re-
sponse to the audience， she emphasizes how big she felt she was. 
15) a. REALL Yl [makes neck shapeJ Real1y! 1 had no neck! 
NO-NECK! 
b. [makes wide neck shape around 1 had a huge neck! 
her neckJ [t，α.1] 
Hana emphasizes h巴rprior overweight state and then in response to the 
audience， affirms that she was indeed very large when she was younger 
with the addition of 印刷Itis as if the speaker emphasizes a final declara-
tion，“My neck was huge! End of discussion!" 
These last two examples exemplify the grammaticalization of the 
segmental ta morphemes in that the anterior reference of the mor帽
phemes here are subordinate to the idea of relevance to the current 
state of affairs. The use of ta in these instances are consistent with the 
characterization of the Thai perfect as discussed by Howard (2000) and 
Slobin and Asku (1982) in their discussion of the Turkish perfect in that 
the perfect in these languages and JSL tend to exhibit universal charac-
teristics pertaining to contexts expressing emphasis or surprise. 
3.7 ta as a mark of finality that closes a statement 
Another use of le described by Li et al. is for marking the end of 
one's contribution to the conversation. The next example shows a very 
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common way to mark the completion of a presentation or narrative in 
JSL. The speaker Yamanashi finishes talking about his trip to a Deaf 
convention. He flies back home and is exhausted by the time he reaches 
his house. Since this completes his talk， he then says that his talk is 
finished. 
16) a. GO-HOME 1 go home. 
b. PLANE LAND The plan巴lands.
c. GO-HOME 1 go home. 
d. TIRED VERY欄TIRED (I was) tired -extremely tired. 
e. T ALK [tal] (My) talk has finished. 
f. THANK-YOU Thank you. 
The use of ta emphasizes the fact that Yamanashi is indeed at the end 
of his talk and does not intend to go on with the narrative. A number 
of ASL researchers CJanzen 1995， Fischer & Gough 1999 [1972J) contrast 
relative phonological realizations of the sign “to finish" depending on its 
usage. When the signer finishes a story and marks it with t，α1， which is 
derived from the word “finish，" it clearly signals to the audience the end 
of the talk. 
3.8 Lexical finish 
There are many instances when ta has a lexical meaning and is 
used to denote the completion of an action. In the following excerpt， 
Jun and two thers stand in a room ful of people. After they introduce 
themselves the audience claps. The applause is followed by a question 
from the audience. 
17) a. EVERYONE YOUTH-GROUP Everyone in the youth group 
CLAPS [tal] has clapped. 
b. HOBBIES WHA T 3ASKr We are asked what our hobbies 
are. 
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Lexical t，αcan also be used to express the imperative. In the follow-
ing passage， Hana talks about her exasperation with her mother's pen-
chant for watching TV late into the night and imitating the characters 
in the dramas. Hana arrives home late and sees her mother stil watch-
ing and emulating a TV suspense drama. 
18) a. PRO-l COME-HOME 1 come home. 
b. AGAIN START Yet another drama starts 
c. STILL MIMIC She stil imp巴rsonatesth巴characters!
d. [tal] BAD! “Quit! !t's inappropriate!" 
The use of tal becomes an imperative to finish.' Hana uses t，α1 in this 
manner several times throughout her narrative when recreating con-
versations that occurred among her immediate family members. 
3.9 Pragmatic Ambiguity 
The ta morphemes illustrate Pragmatic Ambiguity CMichaelis 1996， 
Kay 1990， Horn 1985) in that the meanings of the ta markers are 
underspecified in a way that allows for a number of interpretations 
depending on th巴context.This underspecification is characteristic of 
grammaticalization processes which involve the movement of a lexeme 
from a relatively context independent meaning to a more context de-
pendent meaning based on topological features mapped from the sourc巴
lexeme to the target grammaticalized morpheme as discussed by sev-
eral authors CSweetser 1988， Bybee 1988， Traugott 1988). The range of 
readings available do not represent various senses， rather they partici-
pate in function coalescencc Cdefined in Michaelis 1996) in that the vari-
ous interpretations can be subsumed under a single notion that there is 
an especially relevant part of a situation pegged to a given reference 
time. For example， excerpts (14) and (15) representing emρhatic uses of 
tαalso could be classed as st，αte-exists uses. For any application of one 
of the t，αmorphemes the extralinguistic context ultimately determines 
the range of interpretations possible. 
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4.0 The General distribution of the segmental aspect morphemes in 
the corpus 
Segmental aspect marking is non-ob1igatory and occurs in only a 
fraction of the narrative clauses produced by the signers. A narrative 
clause is defined as a stretch of signing containing a single predicate or 
divided by significant pauses in signing. The de1ineation of clauses is 
based on theもneclause， one expressed concept" definition from Labov 
et al. (1967). A one minute stretch of narrative may have 20 to 30 narra-
tive clauses， so segmental aspect marking is an exceptional feature in 
that it is generally not necessary to use a t，αmarker to indicate comple-
tion. 
In chart (19) the speaker using the t，αmarkers with the highest 
frequency appears first and the speaker with the lowest use frequency 
is last. Jun has the highest frequency use with an average of 2.2 seg-
mental aspect markers used per minute of narrative signing time. 
Murai and Mari have the lowest frequency of use at less than one per 
minute of signing time. The estimates do not take into account the 
different rates of signing for each speaker but stil provide a general 
idea of the frequency of overall use of the ta morphemes for each signer. 
The speakers who grew up and lived their entire lives in Ishikawa， Jun， 
Yamanashi， and Murai use the ta2 marker with greater frequency than 
the tal marker. The reverse is true for the speakers who studied high 
school in and currently dwell in Tokyo. 
19) tal ta2 Tota1 Time Per Min 
a. Jun 14 5 69 32:0 2.2 
b. Hana 28 9 37 31:0 1.2 
C. Yamanashi 7 10 17 1:0 1.5 
d. Murai 6 17 23 39:0 
e. Mari 10 10 27:0 .4 I 
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lndividual speakers demonstrate different patterns of use between 
tal and ta2. Hana is the only signer who is the child of Deaf parents. and 
she demarcates a clear boundary between her uses of the markers. 
Every case in which she uses ta2 involves a verb of perception such as 
THINK or FEEL. All other uses of T A恥1sby her consistently involve 
tal. ln the section examined. Mari uses the tal marker exclusively. 
whether for lexical or grammatical functions. While the functional 
choice between t，α1 and ta2 is not so clearly marked for the other three 
signers Jun. Yamanashi and Murai. certain predicates stand out as 
being commonly marked with ta in general. The words ENTER， 
GRADUATE. GO. THINK， CUL TURAL-EXCHANGE. SPEAK， AN-
NOUNCE. SEE and DO make up about half of the predicates marked by 
a segmental aspect marker by these signers. While the data set is too 
small to make definitive conclusions about the distribution of the ta 
markers. the differing frequency of use of t，α1 versus ta2 between the 
signers currently residing in Tokyo and the Kanazawa lifetime resi司
dents may represent a regionally marked contrast. 
Both aspect markers serve a different range of overlapping func-
tions. While either form can be used for lexical or grammatical pur-
poses， across speakers the tal marker rather than the t，α2 marker is more 
restricted to clauses that simply mark completion or primarily indicate 
the literal meaning of "finish." According to an anecdotal side note by 
Fischer and Gough (1999)， the distribution of the JSL segmental aspect 
markers is determined by scope with one of the markers having scope 
over a clause and the other only having scope over the neighboring 
predicate. Even if Fischer and Gough's suggestion were correct. in most 
cases the two forms would be interchangeable since there would be few 
cases where scope over the clause versus scope over the predicate 
would readily create a m叩 ningdistinction. This lack of discrimination 
is evidenced by the intuitions of my consultants who see the two forms 
as interchangeable. When considering the distinction between the pair 
of markers. one of my consultants. who is from Tokyo. noted that tal is 
associated with use by Deaf signers more than hearing signers and that 
it is used for events more personally related to the signer. She felt that 
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the use of ta2 was favored by hearing signers and tends to be used with 
ev巴ntsnot as clos巴lyassociated with the signer. Ultimately， itis be-
yond th巴scopeof this work to make a ful determination of what moti-
vates the distribution of the JSL segmental aspect markers. This area 
requires future investigation with elicitation tests in order to generate 
more robust results than possible with the巴xaminationof a narrative 
corpus. 
5.0 Segrnental ta markers in narrative contexts 
Considering that in JSL the use of the perfect marker is optional it 
is natural to hypothesize that JSL narrative also utilizes segmental as-
pect morphemes in narrative. These markers produce contrasts in an 
otherwise paratactic structure and highlight key events or transitions 
related to the narrative. There have been a number of studies that have 
discussed the use of segmental aspect in sign language CMeir 1999， 
Sutton-Spence & Woll1999， Fisher and Gough 1999 [1972]， Janzen 1995) 
but none have considered the potential use of such aspect markers in 
contributing to the form of narrative structure. 
The observation that JSL segmental aspect markers appear in nar-
rative discourse is in contrast to the common observation in the litera嗣
ture that a perfect aspectual marker would be rarely utilized in 
narrative (Howard 2000， Liet a1. 1982) since such a marker is primarily 
seen as marking events relevant to the immediate time of speaking; 
however， the signers in this corpus do not always present an absolute 
break between their roles as presenters of narrative as a monologue 
versus their roles as speakers in an interactive discourse that that in欄
volves response to audience feedback. Especially with evaluative 
clauses， it is possible to establish the relevance of events with respect to 
the event time internal to the narrative and even establish relevance to 
the speech time external to the narrative in response to the audience. 
A number of languages have tense/aspect distinctions that produce 
foreground versus background contrasts and serve other narrative 
functions. Examples include tense switching in French written narra-
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tive (Hopper 1979， Fleischman 1985， Fleischman 1990)， the application of 
the Malay focus marker -lah (Hopper 1982， Hopper 1979)， imperfec-
tive/perfective distinctions in Russian (Hopper 1982， Hopper 1979)， and 
use of the historical present in English (Schiffrin 1985). The uses and 
distribution of the segmental JSL ta markers support their identifica網
tion as non-obligatory markers of completed actions/events; addition-
ally， signers may use them to form seemingly idiomatic， non-
compositional meanings and mark currently relevant states at a 
particular reference time within the narrative context. 
Signers utilize the JSL aspect morphemes for narrative grounding 
-that is， they apply the segmental morphemes to section-off parts of 
and signal saliency within the narrative. The aspect markers of Malay 
(Hopper 1997)， Thai (Howard 2000) and Mandarin (Li et al. 1989) need 
not mark every clause to create grounding contrasts; in these three 
languages an aspect marker signals the significance of a marked clause 
relative to the surrounding clauses. JSL ta marker usage resembles that 
of Malay lah in that it highlights states of current relevance. The JSL 
segmental aspect markers have a restricted distribution so serve as 
effective morphemes to provide grammatical contrasts. The ta mor-
phemes frame narrative by highlighting key perspectives or supporting 
dramatic effects. 
Licensing 
For the purposes of this discussion of JSL narrative， 1 will define a 
“currently relevant state" as a place in the discourse where ther巴isa 
shift in perspective or grounding as per Fleischman (1990). 1 argue that 
it is such shifts that license， although not necessitate， the use of a seg-
mental ta marker. A shift in perspective or grounding refers to: a 
change in the point of view of the narrator internally or externally to 
the narrative; a change in the scene of the narrative; the introduction of 
information new to the participants in the narrative or audience; the 
transition between themes or events within the narrative; or the conclu‘ 
sion of an entire narrative which marks the end of the speaker's turn. 
A shift in grounding/perspective is one of many features that may 
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license the application of the ta markers in JSL narratives. In the cor勧
pus， the signer Jun tends to mark clauses Cthose not in the state exists 
category) containing the predicates ENTER， GRADU A TE， and GO with 
ta. They make up about a quarter of the predicates marked by Jun. The 
common association of clauses containing predicates representing 
changes in location or state support the use of ta for situations that 
involve literal changes or changes in the abstract. 
Application -A Narrative Profile 
The following cxcerpt comes from Jun's narrative about his first 
introduction to Deaf society after graduating from high school. It be-
gins with his introduction to his school's alumni association and then 
includes details of how he became a member of the Deaf Association 
This particular excerpt of Jun represents a “narrative of personal ex-
perience" defined by Labov (1997) as “the report of a sequence of events 
that have entered into the biography of the speaker by a sequence of 
clauses that correspond to the order of the originaI events." Life-
experience narratives have long been understood as particularly rele-
vant to the study of narrative structure， because they are likely to 
involve a high social and emotional level of evaluation by the speaker. 
The embedding of such evaluations result in a prototypical narrative 
structure as described by Labov and Waletsky (1967) that includes an 
order巴dsequence of events and evaluations一dir巴ctor indirect com-
mentary on such events. Jun， a long time member of a community sign 
language circle， talks about a canonical experience which recounts his 
increased involvement in the Deaf community. He has an audience of 
Deaf and hearing people who have an interest in learning more about 
Jun and his life experience 
The section below illustrates how the incorporation of JSL segmen-
tal perfect aspect morphemes highlights “currently relevant states" that 
mark the narrator's perspective as a participant in the narrative and 
frames the immediate narrative context. Below is the Iatter part of 
Jun's talk in which he relates how he eventually became a member of 
the Deaf Association. The ta marker is licensed by points that convey 
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shifts in Jun's story internal perspective. 
The central portion of this excerpt centers on Jun's confusion about 
the word kyookai. In Japanes巴theword is a homophone that can mean 
either “association" or“church". Apparently， Jun does not know the 
sign for “association"， and confuses the word with “church". Ms 
Kadokura begins by telling Jun about the Deaf Association in order to 
encourage him to join. Her invitation triggers the narrative of Jun's 
previous memory about churches when he was in high school. All of 
their conversation takes place prior to the time Jun narrates the story， 
but he regularly uses clauses unmarked for time reference and aspect 
since the fact that the conversation has taken place in the past was 
alreadyestablished. There are two points at which he uses the ta2 per-
fect marker in this sequence. The first time is when he recalls his imag巴
of the church (21k). This particular image frames the subsequent dis-
cussion tetween him and Ms Kadokura about joining the Deaf Associa-
tion since he believes that she wants him to join a Deaf church. Jun 
protests joining the church and becomes more defensive when he finds 
out that it costs about a hundred dol1ars to join. Ms Kadokura then 
realizes that Jun is confusing the term kyookai and then writ巴sit out for 
Jun in the air. At that point he understands the word and that she is not 
asking him to join a church but an association. In the clause that Jun 
finally understands the correct meaning of the word kyookai， the ta2 
aspect marker appears again (21j). Jun's perspective has changed from 
the be!ief that Ms Kadokura wants him to join a church， toan under開
standing that there is som巴sortof group that is clearly distinct from a 
church that she is actually inviting him to join. The narrative below is 
labeled with the Labov and Waletzky (1967) Narrative Syntax Catego-
ries: Orientation (0)， Complicating Action (CA)， External Evaluation 
(EE)， Internal Evaluation (IE). 
21) a TIME KADOKURA.WOMAN When 1 meet and s.ρeak 0 
lMEET2 lT ALK2 TIME with Ms Kadokura， 
b DEAF.ASSOCIATION.MEM- lt ωould be goodωbe- CA 
come a Deaf Association 
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BER ENTER GOOD 2HEARl member she sα:ys to me. 
c DEAF.ASSOCIATlON MEAN- 1 don't knoUJ anything EE 
ING DO-NOT-KNOW PRO-1 αbout the Deaf Associa 
tion. 
d DEAF.ASSOCIA TION WHA T What is the Deaf Asso- CA 
ciation? [l ask] 
e DEAF.ASSOCIA TION DEAF It is where Deaf peoPle 
ASSEMBLE can get together and 
meet. 
f WHAT DO-NOT-KNOW What? 1 don 'tunder-
stand. 
g TIME PRO-1 LONG-BEFORE A t hat time， 1 recall an 0 
IMAGE REMEMBER image of church Irom a 
long time ago. 
h lMAGE CHURCH REMEM- 1 recall my image of a 
BER church. 
HIGH-SCHOOL THIRD-YEAR My third year in high 
TIME V ARIOUS EXIST school various churches 
are around. 
CHURCH V ARIOUS ASSIMI- In church， 1 haむean 
LATING IMAGE image 01 various assimi-
lating people 
k REJECT REJECT RECALL 1 had strongly rejected EE 
[ta2] it. 
VOLLEYBALL COME [you] come to volleyball CA 
[SPORT] EVENT COME this event come 
m ASSOCIA TION ENTER GOOD [You] should enter the 
8TELLl association she tels me 
n PRO-1 RE]ECT! 1 say， "Noωay!" 
o MONEY HOW.MUCH lASKs 官owmuch does it cost?" 
1 ask. 
p 12，000 YEN 12，000 yen. 
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q NOW 16，000 YEN Noωit's 16，000 yen. O 
r BEFORE 12，000 YEN Before， 12，000 yen. 
s TIME ENTER GOOD HEAR You should join she says CA 
to me. 
t [scowls and shakes headJ Noωay! 
u WHA T.I.HEAR口JREJECT 1 reject what she says. 
v MONEY NOT PAY 1ωon't pay. 
w EXPENSIVE! It is too expensive! 
x PAY.NOT 1ωon'tρay. 
y CHURCH BAD REJECT 1 do not like church! No 
ωay! 
z ASSOCIA TION MEANING “You do not understand 
[YOUJ UNDERST AND.NOT the meaning of associa-
sSA Yj tion do you" she asks. 
aa SAME CHURCH 
bb PRAY SAME 
cc NO 
dd UNDERST AND.NOT 
ee WRITE CHOICE.NO 




You don 'tunderstand. 
1 have no choice but to 
write it out for you. 
f [motion of writingJ [motion of writingJ 
gg [motion of handing paper to [motion of handing 
someoneJ paper to someoneJ 
hh [writes in air the the charac- [writes in air the the 
ter for “kyoo"J character for “kyoo"J 
i OH "Ohl" 
j COMPRHEND [ta2J 1 fl初αllyunderstood. EE 
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kk CHURCH DIFFERENT Church is different 
1 NOT NOT IT.IS.OK Right. 
mm THEY PRA Y.NOT IT.IS.OK "Wedon'tpray.lt旨O.K."
3SAYl she tels me. 
nn TIME KITANO Ms. Kitano is there at the 0 
time. 
00 LAUGHING She is laughing IE 
pp YOUNG! SCHOOL SIGN. “You do not remember CAj 
LANGUAGE KEEP.NOT your sign language from IE 
3SAYl school， do you?" she tels 
me 
What's notable about the use of the ta2 aspect marker is that it only 
appears twice in this excerpt and could potentially have appeared in 
other parts of the segment; however， itdoesn't because the function of 
the aspect marker is not merely to convey the completion of a particu-
lar event or anteriority， but to establish states relevant to the larger 
sections of the narrative. Jun reca11s his prior image of the church and 
marks c1ause (21k) with ta2; this signals to the reader that his perspec-
tive on the conversation is particularly salient to the immediat巴con-
text. His misunderstanding frames the humor of the entire dialogue 
until the point where he actua11y understands what kyookai means. In 
the c1ause showing his realization， ta2 appears again reframing Jun's 
perspective for the last part of the exchange. 
Jun's narrativ巴 exemplifieshow a perfect marker can present a 
grounding contrast. It is not strictly a foregroundjbackground contrast 
since such a distinction would require the perfect marker to be used in 
c1auses like the initial one that sets up the scene. Jun's narrativ巴ilus-
trates how the use of ta2 reflects the shift in a particular person's per-
spective and establishes the basis from which the overa11 dialogue 
should be framed and understood. While the use of the aspect marker 
may not be absolutely necessary for the contrast， itis a device available 
to the signer. The use of the aspect marker in this case is restricted to 
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the external evaluation clauses， those clauses in which Jun makes direct 
observations to th巴audienceabout his perspective at key junctures in 
the narrative. 
Conclusion 
Evid巴ncewas given to support the identification of the JSL ta mor-
phemes as segmental aspect markers that meet crosslinguistic criteria 
as non-obligatory periphrastic morphemes that mark completed actions 
relevant to the current moment or immediate portion of a given refer-
ence frame. JSL segmental aspect markers denote anteriority and cur-
rent relevance in ways similar to spoken languages previously 
discussed in the literature further supporting the fact that they can 
function as aspect markers. It was also shown that JSL ta morphemes 
ground perspective in the narrative context. 
“Finish" serves as the source Iexeme for one of the ]SL aspect mark-
ers and follows a common crosslinguistic chain of grammaticalization. 
In the literature that supports the characterization of grammaticali-
zation as a universal cross-linguistic process involving thc emergence of 
grammatical morphemes from Iexical morphemes sign languages are 
not considered in this primary literature on the grammaticalization 
process， however this study and a number of other sign language stud-
ies shows that this crosslinguistic phenomenon applies to sign lan-
guages as well. The process of movement from a lexeme such as 
“finish" to a grammaticalized aspect morpheme is clearly exhibited in 
older sign languages -such results suggest the need to identify similar 
processes in young sign languages as well in order to better understand 
and track such processes. 
There are a number of further areas for consideration. A detailed 
survey of ta via elicitation and extensive signer judgment tests are 
needed to tease out the range of functions that the segmental perfective 
markers serve. A detailed survey of the ta markers may show them to 
have perfective or other types of aspectual functions. A diachronic 
examination of the grammaticalization process is n巴cessaryto trace the 
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etymology of the ta2 marker and provide further insight into its seman-
tic range. 
Notes 
1 Thanks to Kuniko Hikata & Haruna Matsumoto for JSL judgments and 
consultation. Also thanks to the Kanazawa and Te-no-kai Sign Language 
Circ1es for access to their media. Funding in part was provided by the UCB 
Center for Japan巴seStudies. 
2 1 label these morphemes as ta since signers often mouth the Japanese mor-
pheme ・ta[十past/+perfectiveJalong with the signing of the word. There 
is currently a lack of evidence to support the status of these morphemes 
bound suffixes， so1 do not represent these morphemes as a suffix like the 
-ta morpheme for ]apanese， but as periphrastic morphemes. Both Deaf 
signers of Deaf parents and non-Deaf parents in the video corpus of this 
study wil1 mouth ]apanese words with signs for this morpheme as well as 
other words (NHK 1997， NHK 1998) in my video corpus. The mouthing of 
morphemes is also common in German Sign Language (Ebbinghaus and 
Hessmann 1990)， Finnish Sign Language (Pimia 1990)， and Israeli Sign 
Language CSandler 2003). 
3 Any non-first person reference wi1 be labeled as PRO-3. This is a label of 
convemence. 
4 Fischer and Gough (1999) find a similar use of the word “finish" in ASし
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